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Invoking the Silent Sage
Day of the Week ____________________ Date ____________________ Time _________________
Moon Phase ______________________ Deck __________________ Spread __Silent Sage
Question _________________________________________________________________________
Spread positions
1. This is how I see you in
others.
2. This is the question you ask
me.
3. This is the action you
encourage me to take.
4. This is the quality you ask
me to embody.
5. This is what you think it’s
important for me to consider.
6. This is the goal you inspire
me towards.

Significator

1

2

3

4

5

6

Invocation
Queen of Earth
You are Demeter who makes the
grain grow.
You are her daughter Persephone
who rules the treasures of the
underworld.
You are the harvest that bows low
the heavy branches.
You are the seed which will renew.
You are the royal oak, strong and
enduring; you are the mighty door
shut tight.
Queen of Earth, we name you
Cerdo the craftsman and Cardo
the hinge.
You are Cardia who inspires the
locksmith.
Your power is to open what is shut;
to shut what is open.
Yours is the door of renewal.
You look both back and forward.

Here is a tarot spread I developed five years ago for my Denver Tarot Geeks meetup. You can use it to channel
your inner Queen of Pentacles, or invoke any other court card that you'd like to get to know better!
To channel your Inner Queen of Pentacles, place that card (or any court card you would like to work with) in the
Significator position.
Write an invocation to the significator card, considering it as a spiritual guide or silent sage. Then say the invocation
out loud. The invocation I wrote to the Queen of Pentacles is above.
Prepare, shuffle and cut as you normally would for a reading, meditating on the Significator card as a guide and on
the invocation you performed.
Lay out cards 1-3. These cards will result randomly from the shuffle and cutting of the deck. Based on the spread
positions, interpret these cards before continuing. It helps to journal your thoughts.
Intentionally select cards 4-6 as a synthesis of the Significator and each of the first three cards. To do this, card 4
will be the result of combining a visual cue from the Significator and a visual cue from card 1; card 5 will reflect the
visual cues of the Significator and card 2, etc. To find a synthesis card, compare two or more cards and note any
visual details or cues common to each card being compared. Also consider what detail on each card most
specifically summarizes the meaning you see in the card. Note such a cue for each card being compared. Now look
through the deck for a single card that contains the visual cues you have made note of. This card is the “synthesis”
of the other cards. (This is a special technique I developed in August 2008.)
Then interpret based on the spread positions.
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